Abstract. Intensive experimental investigations have been carried out to understand deformation mechanisms associated with the superelasticity of polycrystalline nickel-titanium shape memory alloys. This paper analyses results of superelastic tensile tests on thin plates and thin walled tubes of NiTi. During the deformation, thermal and kinematical full-field measurements were simultaneously carried out using a visible and an infrared camera. Heat source fields were estimated from the thermal measurement during both homogeneous and localized stages of deformation of these tests. Local heat energy values were then obtained by integrating heat sources over time for any given location on the sample. This provides in-situ local calorimetric measurements similar to a virtual local differential scanning calorimeter all along the specimens. Deformation mechanisms can be analyzed from the simultaneous knowledge of heat source-strain rate fields or of heat energy-strain fields. It is shown that forward and reverse transformation deformation mechanisms are involved in all homogeneous stages usually considered as elastic deformation of austenitic and of martensitic phases. The kinematic and morphology of deformation localization during deformation stages over the stress plateaus are also investigated. It is shown that forward (loading) and reverse (unloading) transformations are not complete inside the localized bands.
Introduction
Kinematical and thermal full field measurements are useful experimental techniques to study the complex behavior of shape memory alloys (SMA). Thermal ( [1, 2] for example), kinematical ([3] for example) and simultaneous kinematical and thermal [4] fields have been obtained during superelastic tensile tests on nickeltitanium samples. Most of the previous studies focused mainly on localization effects occurring during forward and reverse deformation stages over the stress plateaus, observed by monitoring the temperature and strain fields. This paper presents a study of thermal and kinematical field measurement to analyze more in depth superelastic tensile tests of NiTi SMAs, both during uniform and localized deformation stages. The paper (i) presents simultaneous kinematics and thermal full field measurements obtained from a visible and an infrared camera, and (ii) presents calorimetric and mechanical analyses to elucidate the deformation mechanisms. Images are recorded during tensile tests on superelastic NiTi plate and tube samples. A processing method was applied to estimate, from the thermal fields, the heat sources associated with the material deformation (thermoelasticity, intrinsic dissipation or phase transformation). Local heat energy values are then obtained by integrating heat sources over time for any given location on the sample. This provides in-situ local calorimetric measurements similar to a local DSC all along the specimens. during cooling and M A during heating. The tube sample exhibited an intermediate R phase both during cooling and heating. For both alloys, the austenite finish temperature is below the room temperature.
Temperature and strain field measurements
During the tests, temperature and displacement fields were simultaneously measured on the sample surface using an infrared and a visible camera. The sample surface was coated with high emissivity black paint with a white texture on top. Such coating is necessary for the use of a digital image correlation (DIC) data processing method to compute the displacement fields and is compatible with infrared thermography measurements. More information on this experimental set-up can be found in references [4] [5] [6] . The displacement field u r was obtained for every material grid cell on the sample surface using a digital visible camera (Hamamatsu, 12 bit, 1280x1024 pixels) and a DIC processing software (7D software, [7] ). The
Green-Lagrange strain fields were estimated from the displacement field u r either in Lagrangian (as function of the initial position M 0 of the material particle) or in Eulerian (as function of the current position M of the material particle) description. A mean nominal axial strain ε=Δl/l 0 was measured from the displacement fields using the relative displacement Δl of two particles A and B located at the extremities of the gauge length. l 0 =58 mm (l 0 is the initial distance between these two points). A fast multidetector infrared camera (CEDIP Jade III MW, 14 bit, 320x240 pixels, thermal resolution 20 mK) was used to measure the temperature field T(M, t) in each spatial point M.
A first temporal synchronization was realized in order to synchronize the three time bases associated with the mechanical measurements (load) and the thermal and kinematical fields' data. Then, a second spatial synchronization of the thermal and kinematic fields was proposed to obtain the thermal and kinematical values of the same material particles (of initial and current positions M 0 and M, respectively). Such synchronization is necessary during a mechanical test in order to estimate properly the temperature temporal variation for a given material particle and thereafter the heat energy by time integration of the heat sources for given material particles. More details on this method are given in [6] and will be presented in [8] .
Heat sources estimation
Due to thermal conduction, temperature fields are often difficult to analyze. One needs to estimate the heat sources in order to (i) better analyze the nature of the deformation mechanisms, (ii) observe the position and kinetics of the phase transformation and (iii) to perform a local DSC when estimating the specific heat energy by time integration of the heat sources. The method to obtain estimations of the heat source field from the thermal field was explained in [9] for plate geometry and [5] for tube geometry. For thin plates or thin walled tubes it is assumed that the temperature and the associated heat sources are uniform in the thickness direction. Then, the heat sources s i (volumic heat power in W/m 3 ) can be obtained through an estimation of the left hand side of the 2D heat diffusion equation:
where θ=T-T 0 is the temperature variation, ρ the mass density, C the specific heat, k the heat conduction and τ th a time constant (in s) modeling the back and front face heat losses by convection and radiation.
When the heat sources are uniform and θ<<T 0 , some simplifications of equation (1) can be made [9] , so that the heat conduction equation reads:
τ eq represents a characteristic time reflecting the overall heat losses. This simplified model was used in [4] to study superelastic NiTi tubes during homogeneous deformation stages. It is well known that material parameters such as k and C are strongly dependent on the phase type [10, 11] . In this paper, a mean value was considered for the specific heat (C=590 Jkg -1 K -1
) and the two following values were taken for the thermal conductivity of phases A and M: k=k A =18 Wm
In this paper, the first 2D model (eq. (1)) has been used to compute heat sources. The first study concerns the uniform deformation preceding the stress plateau; thus, constant values for the material parameters k and C in equation (1) have been used, equal to k A . The second study deals with deformation localization phenomena on tubes; thus, heat sources were estimated using a model taking into account the important difference of thermal conductivity k between the A (k=k A ) and M phases (k=k M ).
Example of Results

Uniform deformation preceding the superelastic tensile stress plateau of a NiTi plate
Deformation localization phenomena during superelastic tensile test is preceded by a uniform deformation stage, often considered as purely elastic. This first apparent "elastic" loading was studied on NiTi tubes in [4] . Here, we propose to analyze this same homogeneous stage but in a plate NiTi sample exhibiting no R phase. The stressstrain curves of two tensile tests (noted P 1 and P 2 ) conducted on the plate are presented in Fig. 2a . Figure 2b shows the details of test P 1 and indicates the positions of characteristic times a to d. Deformation localization started at time b (as evidenced by the stress plateau in test P 2 ), and no localization was observed within the gauge length of test P 1 either on the temperature or strain maps. Due to the rectangular shape of the sample, the localization had started within the grips between times b and c, outside the observation area. increases with stress at above 400 MPa and decreases during unloading. The final small but positive value at the end of unloading can be interpreted as remaining martensite and/or intrinsic dissipation. 
where tr ε& and e ε& are the transformation and elastic strain rates, and E is the Young's modulus of the A phase.
This last parameter was chosen equal to 110 GPa, in the range given from microscopic observations in [12, 13] , respectively for A and M phase. Noting f & the martensite fraction rate and assuming the following proportionality relations Fig. 4 , shows two "plateaus" during the loading and unloading stages, confirming the presence of two deformation mechanism stages up to time b. The first plateau at around 60 J/g cannot be associated with elasticity or phase transformation mechanism, and it was interpreted in [6] as being associated with precursor phenomena [14] . The plateaus at between 375 J/g and 350 J/g were associated with the martensic transformation A ↔M. With Δε tr =8%, ΔH tr was then estimated to be approximately 30 J/g. This value of the latent heat of stress induced martensitic transformation is higher than that of the thermally induced Figure 1 ). This result has already been observed in [15] during the reverse M A transformation and in [4] for the forward transformation. Fig. 5b-f show the full field views of the tube surface, including the axial component of the Green-Lagrange strain field E xx (P,t), the temperature variation field θ(P,t) and the heat source field s M (P,t) obtained on the tube sample at characteristic times (a, b, c, d, e) given in Fig. 5a . All the data were synchronized, in time and space, and plotted on the reference configuration (i.e. as function of the initial positions M 0 of the material particles). The heat source s M has been estimated from eq. (1); the notation 'M' refers to the value k=k M chosen for the thermal conductivity.
Study of the localized stage in NiTi tubes
Several comments on these first qualitative results can be made:
• stage 1, time a: As observed on the plate sample, the heat sources were uniform and exothermic in the whole sample.
• stage 2, time b and c (initiation and propagation of the strain localization): time b was taken after the beginning of the stress plateau. Localization initiated as a helical shaped band, in the upper grid at the yield point. At time b, one helical band can be observed in A and B both in the strain and heat source fields. The heat source estimation, taking into account heat conduction, increases the contrast and allows better observing the localized phase transformation. Namely, near the top grip, two heat source fronts are observed, showing the band widening (see Fig. 6c ). At time c, the temperature variation was about 14 K but the band width was diffused, therefore difficult to analyze. Like time b, the heat sources allow a better understanding of the localization of the current phase transformation, showing two widening fronts in the upper arrow area. As noted in the strain field some zones (see the arrows) of the tube were not transformed at the end of the stress plateau. • stage 3, time d: at the beginning of unloading, the strain field was heterogeneous but decreased homogeneously. Conversely, heat sources were homogeneous and negative, revealing homogeneous reverse transformation.
• stage 4, time e: during the unloading stress plateau, the strain field was once again localized, associated with reverse localized phase transformation. The position of the strain gradients corresponded to endothermic localized heat sources, whereas the temperature field was below room temperature and again difficult to analyze.
For a better analysis of these fields, axial component of the Green-Lagrange strain E xx (X,Y=0,t) and heat source s M (X,Y=0,t) along one tube generating line (Y=0) are plotted in Fig. 6b and c at selected times marked in Fig. 6a. During the stress plateau (stage 2, times b and c) , the strain fields are strongly localized. The heat source profiles show clearly peak values at the position of high strain gradients and correspond to the position of the more active phase transformations. Moreover, the heat source peaks have higher amplitude when the band is propagating rather than widening. Specific heat energy q, obtained by a temporal integration of the heat sources in each particle P, is plotted in Fig. 6d . The energy profiles are almost identical to those of the strain. The energy profiles reach at the end of the stress plateau a maximum of ~36 J/g within the deformed area. Once again, this value is higher than the heat determined from the DSC measurement [15] . Quantification of transformation latent heat by this technique will require further validation via careful calibration against well known systems. Such calibration is being conducted currently. Spatiotemporal evolutions of E xx and q along the same axial profile are plotted in Fig. 7 . Since at the end of the loading the transformation was not completed, a reduced zone in the middle of the sample was still austenitic at the end of the plateau (time c). The energy in this area is around 7 J/g. The resemblance between these physical data, obtained with two independent raw data (visible images and infrared images), is noticeable. The heat energy, measured locally during the test, can be considered as "local in-situ DSC" of the material.
Conclusions
An original experimental set-up, with spatio-temporal synchronized kinematic and thermal field measurements has been used to study the thermomechanical behaviour of superelastic NiTi plate and tube samples. Heat sources, estimated from the thermal fields and a 2D heat diffusion model, were also presented. They give additional information on the material behaviour. Two examples were presented. The first one, on a NiTi plate ESOMAT 2009 06010-p. 6 without R phase, shows an analysis of the first homogeneous loading, before the stress plateau. Heat sources estimated during this stage indicated that the material behaviour was not pure elasticity but a mix of elasticity, transformation and some precursor phenomena. In the second example on a NiTi tube sample, the localized phase transformation was studied by means of measuring the axial strain, temperature variation and heat source fields. The localization proceeded along two modes: first a helical band initiated in a grip then turned around the tube; second, a widening of the helical front appeared clearly on the heat source fields. Finally, heat energy distribution in the tube and over the time was presented and looked as axial strain field distribution. Such energy result can be considered as "local in-situ DSC". This technique provides us, for the first time, a real opportunity to determine the latent heat of stress-induced martensitic transformation, which is considered different from that of thermally induced martensitic transformation as conventionally determined by DSC. The availability of such data is critically important for superelasticity related theoretical calculations and engineering designs. 
